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FOREWORD

This document was prepared in response to a request

from the United Nations Secretariat.

This request arose from a resolution of the U.N.

General Assembly asking the Secretariat to prepare a report

which will give special consideration to the situation of the

developing countries with regard to:

(a) the results already obtained and the needs and prospects

for the use of electronic computers in accelerating the

process of economic and social development;

(b) the various forms which international action may take

to intensify cooperation in the field of computers;

(c) the role which the United Nations can play in promoting

international cooperation in that field, with emphasis

on questions concerning the transfer of technology,

the training of personnel and technical equipment."

SI



pOLES OF INTERNATIONAL ORGMISATIONS UNIVERSITY

AID PROGRAMS FOR TEE TRAMPER OF COMPUTER

TECHNOLOGY

by

John M. Bennett

Ing AUSTRALIAN SCSNV

As a member of the Council of the Australian

*orator Society, and its*ZPIP liaisOlofficir, the author

was concerned with the.preparation of the VC.S. reply to

the request of. the President of NIP for infmmation which

might bIncluded in his comments on the United Nations-

motion concerning the transfer of computer technology to

developing countries.

The overall picture presented in the A.C.S. letter

is that Australia, with a negligible computer manufacturing

industry, has a computer count per head which coiiares

favourably with the more advanced countries of Western

Europe. Alihoogh the bulk of the early usage was for routine

accounting work, the number of sophisticated manageme;i and

technical application's is increasing.

.01f those who are. working professionally in the field

emoludiug operators and other support personnel),.about

a third era graduates. (In covering this figure with the

proportion of graduates among ptofessiOnia 1.D.P. personnel

elsewhere, the reader should bar in mind the pattern of

tertiary education' in the countrees concerned. Thus, in

Australia, the current total university enrolment is over

C



100,000 in a population of 12 million (Australian Universitie

Commission, 1969), i.e., 0.8 per cent, whereas the equivalent

U.S. figure is about 3 per cent (Tickson, 1968). As a

proportion of the 17-22 age group, the Australian iigure is

about 7 per cent, the corresponding U.S. figure for the 18-24

age group being about 30 per cent.)

The ratio of graduate to non-graduate professionals

does not reflect the formal educational training in E.D.P.

as so many practitioners have learned their skills "on the

jobs with the help of manufacturers' courses'or in-house

tcaiiing provided by large firms. Formal courses at tertiary

level (Australian Computer'Society, 1969) are available at

universities and at recently instituted colleges of advanced

education.

The colleges of advanced education are expected to

play an increasing part in the tertiary education. However,

it ia too early to asseis the ultimate role of these bodies,

which is likely to be determined primarily byreferences of
,

students.

ASIAN AND OTHER FOREIGN STUDENTS IN AUSTRALIA

The author's assignment is to discuss the contri-

bution Aistralian universities might make in introducing

computer teehnology to the developing countries. in

examising this question, it is possible to draw on over twenty

years Of eXperience with studentssfrOm various'Countries in

South-Bast Asia. These students have come to Australia

under various scholarshi0 schemes (mainly Colombolain
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Scholarships) or privately, and recently the results of

several studies (Hodgkin, 1966; Keats, 1969a,b) of the

performance of these students, both while in Australia and

.after returning to their own countries, have become available.

These studies discuss problems which are as

relevant to E.D.P. training as to training in other technical

fields. Moreover, they examine a number of issues which

are.specific to the Australian scene. For this reason, the

mein relevant points will be summarised here.

.Although later figures are no doubt available, the

following information will give an adequate picture of the

general situation, concerning foreign students in Australia

as it exists at the present time.

In 1962, there were 12,049 foreign students in

Australia. Of these, 9.5 per cent were sponsored by the

Colombo.Plan. and other student aid schemes, and the rest were

privately financed. Of the private ntudents, 25.9 per cent

were at universities, and 6.3 per cent were engaged in other

tertiary training. A high proportion of the private students

in secondary schools were stud7ing for matriculation examina-

tions with a view to completing a univerdty course. Of the

pponsored. students, 56.3 per cent attended universities and

8.2 per cent were taking technical courses. Annexe 1 gives

further details of the activities and origin of private over-

seas students,.

0A0111 *het the major emphasis for

.''.16:Aisponsored etedents his been in university training. Annexe 2



shows the current university position. From ihe

it will be seen that university students from develop;mg

countries (nearly all of whom come from SouthEast Asia)

represent about S per cent.of currant full,time enrolments,
.

and about a quarterce these (including Colombo Plan students)

are'sponsored by the Commonwealth Government. Annexe 2 also

r

-shows the courses taken by these overseas students, about 90

per.cent of whom come from developing countries., and how

stOents are divided among the various faculties according to

their country of origin in one university (AUsiralials largest).

. The pOitgraduate student population of.Australian

universities is 11 per cent of the total, ind overseas students

(mainly from developing countries) represent 11 Per cent Of

this number (A.U.C., 1966).

Numbers of Asian students taking formal credit

courses in Automatic Computing are not available for all

universities. Por the University of Sydney, Asian students

represented 3' per cant of students taking undergraduate

courses, about a quarter of ihe students taking a postgraduate

diploma, the overall figure (with 14 Asian students) being 6

per cent. (It is posSibie that the high proportion of Asians

,taking the postgraduate diOloma is related tothe faCt that

candidature for this diploma enables students tO extend the

period of their, entry visas.)
O.



PERFORMANCE OF AS/AN STUDENTS

Available figures show that Asian students do not

perform well in comparison with Australians.. Western

Australian figures for Malaysian students show (for rather

*mall samples) that the proportion who graduate in periods

taken "on average" to complete degrees varies between about

a third (for science) to less than a tenth (for engineering)

of the proportion for Australian students. However, the

situation for sponsored students is very different: these

students, who are carefully selected, appear to perform rather

better than their Australian peers. Thus, in 1961

(Department of Education and Science, 1969) Australian

students had a first year pass rate of 65 per cent compared

with 73 per cent for Colombo Plan students, and of Australian

students commencing in that year, 40 per cent graduated in

minimum time compared with 50 per cent for Colombo Plan students.

On the whole, thereappears to.be more emphasis on

rote learning among Asian students than among Australians.

This is coupled with a widely recognised difficulty in getting

Asians to engage in the 'thrust and parry" of discussion which

is so necessary if studentsl are to get the most from their

university years.

Various reasons have been advanced in the literature

lor these shortcomings. Among. these should be mentioned the

.following.

.(1) Language problems exist. In cne sample (Keats, l969a)

10w only 36 per cent of the students interviewed had had



EngliSh as.the language:pf instruction throughout their

Schooling, and. 30 per centAiad. received their secondary

schooling in.languages other than English. Under such

circumstances, witholit mote intensive tutorial assis-

tance than is available to Australians, Asians are at a

considerable disadvantage.

(2) A large number of overseas students ate given immigration

.visas.t'o enrol in secondary schools in Australia, although

such facilities are available on a competitive basis in

their own countries. A high proportion of Malaysian

Secondary school pupils who come to Australia, for

example, do so because they are unable to proceed tit

-higher education at.home because of failure.at earlier

stages. Such a negative selection process will

inevitably depress overall pass rates.

(3) AUstralia is rarely a'student's first choice: U.K., the

: U.S. and Bolland tend to be preferred because of

.traditional tiei, and Canada and the U.S. have greater

appeal because better facilities are available there.

(4) 'The, rote learning approach appears to .be a feature of

tra4itional Chinese schooling. This is consistent with

a respect for authority (both parental - which affects

the choice of career - and community). among Asian

students which is much greater than among their

Australian peers.

The effectiveness of cross-cultural contacts *crease

during their stay in Australia, as is evidenced by increasing
IOC a



membership of various university societies (uaually the less

popular ones) in later years. Btmever, by Australian,

standards, Asian membership of university clubs and societies

is law. Differences in cultural backgrounds, personal

problems and concern for the future play a major part in

.determining the usefulness of a student's stay here, Examples

follow.

(1) Students come from households where domestic servants

are the rule rather than the exception. (Three-quaters

of private students, a third of scholarship holders come

from households with at least one servant.) As a

result, friction with landladies in servant-less

.Australia is not unusual, and is exacerbated by different

eating and toilet customs.

12) Financing arrangements sometimes lead to difficulties

with older students with families. Men whoe families

are at home try to support them by.savings from their

scholarships, and concern for absent spouses and children

considerably reduces the effectiveness of study.

Apparently sponsoring bodies-are showing an increasing

awareness of such problems in deciding funding arrange-

mente for married students.

(3) Often Asian students show'signs of depression towards

the end of their stay, as.the immediate well defined goal

of their degree nears achievement and problems of thair

homecoming assume increasing importance.
. Three very

real issues should be mentioned in this connection:



011-1mag separation leads to the inevitable feeling of

loss of orientation (whielk could be minimised by

financing yearly home visits),

(b) there is often a fear of racial discrimination in

job selection, such.as that which applies in favour

of Malays ii Malaysia, and

(e) the effects of changing government polio/We, may

have removed the need for the particular skill which

a student has just acquired.(e.g., ieb decision of

the IndinesAan Government not to build up a local

airosaft industry& in andapatiam of which the

training of a number of aernastical engineers was

initiated).

Before returning home, students are permittedeby the

teems of their immigration visas, to epend two years after

graduation acquiring practical experience; and often take

advantage of this arrangement. Boomer, from the Point of

employers - particularly small firms - limited tiro' arrangements

of this type are not particularly attractive, and placement

pachleme occur in some fields.

MOTOMM MON!

Zdeally, returned students.should be.giv'n every.. .

. oppoitomity to ansedise tbeir.acquired skills in enabling their

°ousts,' to take advantage of western technological advances.

, asever, in practice, a number of difficulties occur.

The first of these is the effeet of changee of policy

Of the governments concerned, a point which has already An.d:-.11,



noted. The effects of such Changes are particularly

noticeable in Indonesia, where in a recent study (Keats,

1969b)ovar a third of the 115 ex-Colombo Plan students

interviewed reported unemployment periods og over three

months on return. Moreover, a high proportion of this

group (about 20 per cent.in the case of the first job) was

forced by conomic conditions to take subsidiary jobs.

Mot unnaturally* Indonesian graduates are apprehensive about

their future, and the extent to which' they are refusing to

return has been a major source of concern to the Indonesian

Government (ls lough, 1969). Moreover, students trained

abroad who find their acquired skills are not wanted at home

seek to re-emigrate to some other country where the grass

Se011s greener.

A second difficulty arises from the recognition of

Australian quathications, which were unknown to..Asian

employees before 1946. The existing patterns at that time

had been determined by the.colonial orientation of the

country concerned, and many senior engineers and other

professionals .have been trained under this system. For this

9.

. -

reasono_it is not surprising to find that honours and four

year degrees are preferred, that the significance of pest-

graduate diplomas is.lot wll understood, and that sub-

graduate qualifiCation's and certificates Attesting.to the
are

caRPletion of special courses/of little value. Engineering

diplomates from institutes of technology, for example, find

themselVes at a disadvantage compared with graduates in
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Obtaining membership of English engineering institutiOns, a

near7necessity for promotion in countries with a-British

colonial background. -

. No particularoemphasis is placed.on Asian conditions

in Australian degree courses, and adapting his training' to the

-needs of his country is a matter *for the returnee. Here,

success depends on encouragement from superiors, and complaints .

an this score are surprisingly few, although it has been'

remarked that inflience On critical decisions tenda to be.

'dependent on:accesst through kinship or social position, to

those in authority.

However, the main problem is the lick of technical

3upport - of skilled assistants end .equipment... Delays.in

obtaining equipment necessary for their work stem' from-lengthy

proctrement processes hot set in train until the returnee's

arrival, and currency shortages.. And the shortage of

technical assistance can only be rectified by building up

subgraduate and.trade training courses locally. In fact,

*in the absence of formal institutions, skilled assistants are

trained on the job. Two-thirds or more of Colombo.Plan

veturnees.questioned in various countries in one survey

:Uinta, 1969) said they taught or trained others in Some way.

It isciear that help.given'in the btilding-up of local sub-

graduates:of ,this typeWill do muCh to.increase-:thi efOctiver

.ness of:any more sophigiticated training .

Special situations.arise' in the case of goVerhAent

Appointments- in. mslaysialond:IndoneslaiW40, Malays aregiven-
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" preference over non-Malays, and in Hong Kong, where indigenous

Chinese feel that senior government appointments are not open

to them. These policies are particularlY relevant to

willingness of students to return home on the completion of

their.training.

A frequently voiced request concerns the availability

of technical literature. Colombo Plan returnees from

Australia have three years' subscription.to the relevant

Australian professional society paid-for them. However, at

the end of ihat time, an unduly high proportion find they

cannot afford to continue their subscription, and so cease to

receive their society's journal. A small amount of help in

ensuring tha continuing supply of professional literature

would do much to help,returnees keep up to date in their

chosen field.

MUch more deep-seated problems have evidenced

themselves, however. For close interaction does not

necessarily lead to toierance,'And it has been noted that many

Asians whose educational performance has been poor have

emertjed from their period in Australia with feelings of

neparateness from. the Australian community,which are at

;least as strong as they were when they arrived. Moreover,

an Asian who does not obtain the qualifidation he sets out to

achieve suffers considerable loss of face when he returns home

and this is particularly true of the Chinese.

A more serious matter is:the distrust of western

style education which is evident among same of the more



is...lonalistic groups. There is a widespread feeling that

anyone educated at a.foreigi.uniVersity cannot become a leader

because he has lost touch with the needs of 'the community.

And when, because of inexperience or lack of judgement, a

foreign-trained toraduate advocates unacceptable changes, this

distrust is reinforced. Proposals for change may also

sometimes founder on ethnic grounds - when agricultural

reforms for a Malay community are proposedby a Chinese

expert - and are likely to be more acceptable if put forward

by someone with sufficient prestige. It is unrealistic to

ignore factors of this sort when assessing the success of'

schemes such as the.Color.bo Plan.

At least one observer (die Iongh, 1969) has goneto

far as to say that "the training of students in Australia

under Colombo Plan Scholarships or the like hai to some extent

.failed in its objective". The recognition of the existence

lo.f highly sensitive nationalist feelings is important: any

scheme 1;hich comes to be labelled as "neo colonialism" or

"cultural imperialism" is under a 'considerable disadvantage.

Mere intergovernmental coordination, though of course

essential,..it too remote.from the operating level to be

......---.effective, so it is clear that any alternative to Colombo Plan

.type scheies should work through existing local institutions

Where pool:Able.

such prOposats are not new, though the details may

vary te .g . Ackciff ( 1969) The writer s Preference

is for an arrangement in whiCh 'stiff are interChanged
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. betweemLpairs of universities (sister universities) for

periods O; one ortwo years, and research students from the

university in the .developing country spends one or two years

at the sister university, for which they are given.credit by

their hose university. Such an arrangement presupposes close

-tin at the departmental level, as its suOaess will clearly

depend on senior vemobsre of each group having a detailed

knowledge of both sets.of.local conditions..

RELEVANCE TO COMPUTER.SCIENCE

The preceding general remarks are as relevant to

the introduction of:gcmput4r.science to developing countriet

as to any other form of technology.. The economies of the

00u4trins cPncornecic.:Wilk be _labour-intensive, and so, as' recent

Indian .experience has medeAlear, it is undesirable to 'emphasise

tose,aspeOtg, okeutomntic_computing which will lead to tbe

saving of labour. -.However,, the use of computers in echnomic

.pliumming and in lagge_scale-engineeving design should dostach

.to h,l.p.developing countries to-reap the benefits of western'

tePhnOlogY.. inetherofore:the training of expertirin'sudh

.fie;ds.!41.04 010144:reciaMk-higheetTrioritY

.De01.04e.mechallines4oftraining have. been-diedusSed

1'198U:ring cif:Reired university departments; protoisiem
:of computing equipment for training Purpose's, advice in the

setting up of sub-graduate and undergraduate training programs,

and amsitance in the provision of technical literature, should

.be emphasised again. And the provision of computer time at

university computing centres for work originating from
P

ifiniverskies without facilities of their own, would do much to



encourage various.specialists io try out computer oriènted
,

tiohniques.

Ibe proposal

made in the knowledge

'depend on local condi

wane without a forei

disadvantage as far, as'
the long run, it is cl

and
should changel that.the

for' paired unkveraity departments is

t its speed of implementation must

In some countries, for example,

a considerable

Nowever,

ly deairee thit this attitilde

standards of localliniversities should

14.

degree is

promotion i

be built up, and:the pairini proposal should help to do this.

What cn'Uniti:d Nations do to help? Clearly, all

of the'abage suggestion call 'for organisation anA can only

be carried out if adequat fUnding.is available.
- .Noreover,

fostering tba pairing of university departments.requires some

Organisation io act as a clearing house for indications Of
willingness to. Cooperate and_Ksquests for help. toe

possibility is.that a U:N. mandate be given to VIP to act in
this way: kiwi:other is that, is far. as Australia is concerned,
'the U.N. could,make use of a scheme currently being considered

by the.Australian:Vice Chaiicellors' tte4.(aee Annexe 3)

Which seems .to,prorlde the nous ecoordinatihg machinery.
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ANNEXD,1
Extr. Hodgicin; Mary C.: Avatralian

Training and Asian Living. Univ.W.A. Press,
14. 1966
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Sourest Deportment

gninfilgaRBEataffiliPian&--.
AS AT aisr MARC11.

I.

of Emma Maks.

State Pd. Moly Fittanced Colombo Plan TOTAL

N.S.W. 4,62 493 5,145

Wands 3,502 262 3,744

Queendead 843 167 1,0U

South Mattel* 576 109 465

Western Amnon* .1,034 84 1, 116

Tassamda 204

A.C.T. 133 as là
Novas= Tertitoey 19 1 - 20

Ad. Mo. a* 'et

11,045 1,211 12,356

* Ad. Hoc. ,--hadlirtel'ortaimqtrisirO ort oo.IaiiøwIy mddent * any coo State,

ILMIBAIALIME

:. c.,Population.1 Adon-Studesdo 2 : Pacontage.

New South Wales 4,048,954 5,135 . 0.124
Meath 3,055,7$i 3,764 01112:

chteendiad- 1,566,216 1,052 0.067. .

South Andras 1,006,994 4115 0.065

Western Autvells 772,511 1,114 0.145

Tasmmds 361,320 303 0.64

1. Rpm. obtoined bow niagsgaggabidgUlisegai
2. rigarso.bout Extend Adds Dopettneat Much 1965 (Table 1).

4

a
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ANNEXE 1Extr.. A . U .0 . Fourth Report , May 1969

OVERSEAS STUDENTS

2.25 information in this section of the Report relates to overseas students attending
rusiversitias in Australis. Tables are included which show the numbers who were
sponsored under the Colombo Plan or other Commonwealth Government schemes
for auditing overseas students, those not sponsored by the Commonwealth Govern-
Mast. the comma for which overseas students were enrolled in Australian universities
and the countries from which they came.

2.26 The growth since 1959 in the total number of-overseas students enrolled in
univemities in Australia can be seen in Table 14. in 1968 the total had increased to
54429 but this represented the lowest proportion of all full-time students enrolled
since 1959.

TAM 14. Pistameracat or ram. ovum& =owns 1PUILVISIM
0111011011.11112/ AvsnmuAtt utavouarsaa, 1959-61

mosamomorrrio..wordrurV

INK
Malabar of

orstalas students
at uairsnitiss

Petaeatais of
intlkhar

catobarata
at univarakira

-
1939 . ..1 . 2,332 8.3
1960 . 0- . 2,871 9.1
1961 . 3,272 10.6
1962 . . 3,893 11.2
1963 . . 4,174 10.7
1964 4,302 10.2
1965 . . 4,908 9.8

3,007 $.9
1967 4380 9.2
1968 . 5.429 8.7

Saran 1959-1967Eitmadon News: Val. 7, No. 9 (3tute 1960);
Vol. it; No. 3 Qum 1961); Vol. 8, No. 9 (Jum 1962); Vol.,
I% No. 3 (Juo* 1963): Vol. 9, No. 9 (Suse 1964); Vol. 10,
No. Qom 1963); Vol. 10, No. 9 (Jums 1966); Vol. 110N00:1,
Qom 1967); Vol. 11, No. 9 (Juse 1968).
19611Unlvtasitias.

a....10111101.11

2.27 Escheding the Australian National University for which full details are not
available, there were 4,994 overseas students at Australian universities in 1968, of
whom 1,211 or 24.2 per cent were sponsored by the Commonwealth Government.
The remainder were private students including those supported by theirown country's
student assistance scliemes. The number of sponsored and private students at each.
university in 1968 is shown in Table 15.
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TAM iS. GOVIManter twoososum ovvmsus ammo ow on= comma maws Al A 1111112111010111

or SWAM maxis/emu sot AILIETIZALIAN woven:nu, 1966

. University

4 MONO

Spotswood
bY

mu
weal*

Govemmout

Otb
Total

overseas
atudola

Total
Adkins,

enrolments

havealails
otovemens
wide* se

ted4bra
amreimmis

' ..

SOW . . . 93 505 6111 12436 LT
New Sotsib Wain . . . 264 1,106 1,370 7,990 17.1 :
New England . . . 73 103 376 1,475 11.9

34 73 107 !,101 3.7
Macquarie . . . 5- 11 22 763 3.1 ,

Se 460 527 9,7,14 34
Mona* . . . . . 141 314 455 6.304 CS
La Trolls . . . . 26 11 3? 912 4.1
Queensland . . . . 151 2,11 456 6057 63
Townsville . ., . . 12 3 17 312 44
Adelaide . . . . 103 240 343 5,073 CS
Flinders . . . 4 30 ' 34 3,065 3.3
West= Australia . . . 131 407 545 4,071 13.4

Tammnia . . 102 115 217 1,717 12.1

A.N.11.1. . . .. . . not available missend* 435 OM Zt.2

Tom. . . 1311 3,715 62,350 II.7

Median studious sponeert4 ty esk own Otrvenumate and Fulbristst Moiler&

Soares: Unisvaides.

2.28 The majority .of sponsored students come to Australian universities soder the
Colombo Plan; other schemes include the Commonwealth Scholarship awl Fdlowship
Plan, Australian International Awards Scheme and the Special Commeowsaltb
African Assistance Plan.

2.29 Tablz tbat the Australian Netiettel University and the University of
New South Wales have tip.. 7,:roportions of overseas students while dm mom
mcently eitablished universities, Macquarie, Flinders and 1.a Mobs and the Uni-
vetsity College of Townsville have the smallest proportionate numbers. °mbar of
the 43$ overseas students at the Australian National University are postegraduato
students at the Institute of Advanced Studies.

2.30 Table 16 shows the courses of study in which students were 'woad at cob
university in 1968 .
. .

2.31 There were 1,146 post-graduate students ,from omegas enrolled bk Australian

universities in .1968." Uudesgreduate courses in engineering, asasemiceloonnnerna,
science, arta and medkine held the heaviest enrolments.

2.32 Table 17 shows tie country of origin of the avr':Als 'student* in 190 and k
can be seen that mosi ;Came front Asia. Malaysia, .T.ir.f.rw. Sioppoce and

"!; ^ amounted far 64 pet cant eg
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AID Alp 90.042114011 sqlps

Nam
To stimulate the developnec;t a a programme of aid and co-operationbetween Australian universities and a sOleoted university in Indonesia, inSinjapore and. iü Lialaysia, especially in research and teaching associttedwith food procluction, and possibly population control if, facilities avai-lable permit.

To provide financial support for such a programs, consistent wit1Australian aternal Aid objectives una to control the expenditure ofofficial Stands;

, To co-ordinate the implementation of a continuing programme of
this. natur...through the existing administrative maohinerrof the acts=
Aid Dranch. of. the Department of nxternal Affair:.

Pringlalgs

In achieving the purposes outlined above, it is proPosed that thefollowing general principle! . should . be observed:

(a) :Tha4.toiiiimetit'44anciali ainistonce far Inter-Vniversity d.ahcitild be separate from lxisting:intes.-goveriauental. technical
ea-operation arrangtionba, but Closeiy co7ordinated with than

(b) . that thi::.!cheme will Iiirectly _involve Australian aliversities
'7,044ifiL -
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2C stimulate the development of a programme of aid and co-operationbetween Auetralian universities and a selected univeratty in Indonesia, inSingapore and in Ualsysia, espegially in research and teaching associntedwith food production, and p sosibly population control if facilities aiai-lable permit.

To provide..financial support for ouch a programme, consistent mriAustralian nxternal Aid objectives' and to. aontrol the expenditure ofofficial funds;
To oo-ordinate the implementation of a contimimg programme of

this. nature,through the exisiting administrative isachinew_of the ZcternAid Branch of; the Department of I:xternal araira.

Principle,
In achieving the purpoues outlined above, it is proPoaed that thefollowing general principles should be observed;

(a) That doirernment financial isciatance for Inter...University d
should be separate from it:lasting inter-governmerital technical
co-operation arramgeraenbs, bUt .closely cor.ordidated with them;

(b) .. that the scheme will directly. invelve Australl.an ugiverallt, esand. Asian uaiversitiee0.

(

that official funds ;mad not be sought for independent foreign
aid projects undertaken by individual universities;
that a separate abided etre:time machinery mould sgri be established.;
that Asian aoademics trained. in Australia should return to the
service of their own institutions upon completion of the approved
programe of research or training in Australia under 1.;:lo Scheme;
that the universities' involvement in .the proposed arrangements

t9provision of traitiltigiMd, exPort'Versoonel rettucotestiN-ogovernments under existing Aiastralian bilateral technical co-ol)eration schemes;
.
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that official funds %Ill not be provided directly for the
nnisierAitise sum-uwin,inter-unimprejty aik.projepte.

...-

(a) Ari initia1 feasibility survey Would be carried out by-represen-
tatives of the partioipating Auotralian Universities, Australian
Aid officials, the Governments concerned;

(b) The Governments a Malaysia, Singapore and. Indonesia woull be
invited by Australian diplomatic missions to approve the recipient
-univereities participation in the .propeoals, on tbe basis of the
"gziutgia"df-thirinitial 'survey; - -

(c) On approval by the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee and
the Australian Government, the designated recipient universities
would be asked to submit proposals for assistance from Austra-'' -lien universities within' broadly stated financial limits,

:- covering- a 'three year period... In dialling up propobals for. .

*.. assistance the recipient universities should. be: assisted by ..-
Visiting representativet from the Australian :university or .

faculty whose aid was to be requested. The representatives of
the Australian universities or faculties would report on the
feasibility of the programmes, includiy.m the reoipient univer-
sities° igans -for co-ordinating the assietanoe pzovided by :,:--
Anstralia with their own internal plane for development.'

.
(d) submitted bsroach'recipieni university with the .rellort

of the representatives bf the .AuStralian university visiting,. :;...

'team woul4 be eximined by a sub-comuittee of the Vice-Chancellors'
Committee and.ieferred to -the gOvernment with r.pectria recommender-
tions as to the role of each participating Alistralian university
in the implementation of the requests for assistance,. including
an estimate of the costs to be met from Australian Aid funds.

, ; !...

(e) 'The recommendation of ;the Vioe-Ohancillbre Snb-Coiamittee would
;be examined by an interdepartmental committee consisting of the

--,liepartMents--OrrIxterrial Affairs-; 'Alkludation and fsbionait and the
Treasitry -prior to -the -draftind 'of 'External Aid'Estimates for
the fOrthoo-minglinancial:-Year. .

(1) A joint committee ComPrioing the Vice-Chancellors' Sub-Cormittee
and. the interdepart.raental committee would conceder-the proposals
and submit its recomidations for the three year proarane to

. **the' 'atiVertimentw ,

(g). The nature of aosistance to be provided should be as flexible as
possible bitt in ge ñó l'i'tiould cbnsist of:



(a) Ari inittal feasibility survey VrOu ld be carried out byrepresen-tatives of the imrtioipating Allot= lien Universities, Australian
Aid. officials, the Governments concerned.;

(b) The Governments of Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia would beinvited, by Australian diplomatic missions to approve the recipient
-universities participation in the .;roppaals, on the basis of thethirtniiial survey;

(c) On approval by the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee and.the Australian Government, the designated. recipient universities
would be asked, to submit proposals for assistance from Auctra-lian univereities within broadly stated financial limits,
covering.a three year period. In drawing up propobals Cor
assistance the recipient universities should be: assisted by;visiting representative:it from the Australian univeraity orfaculty whose aid was to be requested.. The representatives ofthe Australian universities or faculties would report on thefeasibility of the programme, inoluding.the recipient univex--sities' -plans for co-ordinating the assiititance provided by .'Australia with their own internal plane for development.

(d) Propesa liff submitted. .1* eachrecipient university with the re:mrt'of the rePresentatives of the Australian university visiting
'team would be examined by a sub-committee of the Vice-Chancellors'
Committee and .referred to -the gevernment with specific recommendar-tions as to the role of each participating Australian university
in the implementation of the requests for assistance, including
an estimate of the costs to be met from Australian Aid funds.

(e) reconsuendation of the Vioe-Chancellors.' Sub-Committee wouldbe examined by an interdepartmental coamittee consisting of the
DePartmen'ts- of 13xternal Affaire4 laudation 'and. 'Boil:moo and theTreastity.prior to the drafting of Ibrternal Aid Patimates for
the forthookitis financial 'Year.

(f). k joint coMMittee comprising the Vice-Chancellors' 'Sub-Committeeand. the interdepartmental committee would: consider-the proposalsand submit its recomendations for the three year prozpamme to
the 'government

(g) The nature of assistance to be provided should be as flexible aspoosible, but in.general it would. consist of:
(I) fellowships tor research and staff traininz in Australia;

(ii) travelling aviards .for 'Australian Professovs and lecturersattached to the recipient university to assist and; trainlocal staff;
, .

th!*aupply of 14bri!x7:31., jext 1:00.01;41.0* ..ro..texenice''bookst
the supply 'of laboratory .equirAsent.
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LAMMEAU-SLII*21046.914:the AVCC Sub-qopm4ttee

1. ASSUUPTION:

The Australian government is prepared to enter into consultation with
the universities on a program of co-operation between the Australian universities
and Southeast Asian universities.

2. S.. G CONSIMRATIOUS INC TO CONSULTaIOUS i.11D-TLAIMING:

2.1 There seems to be agreement between D-JA and the Sub-committee on:

(a). Hinieterial qualifications that visiting Asians should not stay
in Australia; that the program should not be a roundabout wor
of subsidizing Australian universities nor inhibit Government
from calling on univeraities for assistance outside of it; and
that other indiiidual projects could be fitted into its framework.

(b) limiting the program to Indonesia, Ualaysia and Sin,-;apore (the

'recipient countries') in the first instance.

(o) the need for a degree of involvement by the governments of the
recipient countries.

(d) programming and evaluation'on a rolling, triennial basis.

(e) effective participation by the Auetralian universities in ohoosing
their Asian counterparts and the types of project.to be undertaken.

(f) iiireirds-tO-Aeimivisktersi whiah.should nermal4 be at senior-

postarictzitiv levels.

(g) the application of part of the aid to books and equipment.

2.2 toinis of ee
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1. ASSUMPTION:

The Australian government in prepared to enter into consultation with
the universities on a program of co-operation between the Australian universities

and Southeast Asian universities.

2. SO Qt, CONS PIONS I no. consumanals...am
2.1 There seems to be agreement between MA and the :Alb-committee on:

(a) Ministerial qualifications that visiting Asians should not stay
in Australia; that the proc.cara should not be a roundabout way

of subsidizing Australian universities nor inhibit Government

from calling on universities for assistance outside of it; and

that other individual projectm could be fitted into its framework.

(b) limiting the program to Indonesia, nalaysia and Singapore (the

recipient countries') in the first instance.

(c) the need for a degree of involvement by the governments,of the

recipient countries.

(d) proGraractinG and evaluation'on a rolling, triennial basis.

(e) effectivi.participation by the Australian universities in Choosing

their Asian counterparts and the types of project,to be unclog:taken.

(f) awarde tO Asian visitors, which should normally be at seniOr-

postgraduate levels.

(07) the application of part of the aid to books and equipment.

2.2 Beyond these points of agreement, there is need for particular

examination of the suggestions that:

(a) the program ahould be conceived in terms of raittinG the general

throurja them, of
helping-,to solve-the problons cf their countries. Thu: -conception

is:plias continainG association over v. period of -time and the

construction of a fremework which will accommodate a number of

applied projects;
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(b) as a first step touards oonstructinz a framer!: a seminar, .

sponsored by the OCC and Government, should be held in Canberra
for selected persona in Australian universities and from
Government uho have had experience in the receipient countries.
The parpose of.the eeminar wOuldli to pool-experience and
knowledge of gaps and opportunitiest.

there.should be a reconnaiesance or.the recipient countries,
possibly by a iTal miskon from Australia, before a final
framework and program is adopted;

although the program should be essentialky a governments,/

universities undertatitv, it should be,flexible enoult to
secure co-operation from internationd agencies, foundations,

professional bodies with research and educational gunctione
and research institutions in suitable circumstances;

(e) the program should PriuerikY cove; osslstsoos vith eristiNT
prejects in recipient universities but not necessarily,exclude
new projects nor provision for essential capital expenditure

on buildings and major items of equipnent for uhich purllose

the assistance of the '.:orld :Dank midet be sou;fit;

(f) there should be financial provision to enable the Australianp

universities to rolace staff peconC,ed to recipient universities;

(a) remuneration and condition:1..0f
service should. be established :or

both the secondment of ;Australian universities' eta:f aad
wards to Asian vieitoro to Australia; and.

(b)
4

consideration should' be given to the joint-administration
of the proaram in diecussiopion the relationship between

the AUstralian 'Government and universities.



(h)

exl.:erience an
knowledge of gaps and opportunitiesp..

there should. be o. reconnaicsance or the recipient countriee,
possibly by a vial/ miesion from Australia, before a- final
framework and program is adopted.;

although the program should be essentially a epavernments/
universities) undertc4:inG, it should be,flexible ersouall,to
secure co-operation from international agencies, foundations,
professional bodies with research and educational A'unotions
and research institutions in suitable circumstances;

the program should. primarilr cover assistance with existing
projeote in recipient universities but not necessaril3r, exclude
new projects nor provision for essential capita expenditure
on buildings and major items of equipnent for which purpose
the assistance of the -.:corld Bank might be souz;tit;

there should be financial provision to enable the Australian
universities to replace staff seconc:erl to recipient universities;

remuneration and. conditions .of service should be establiahed :or
both the secondment of ,:astralian universities' ataf aud
awards to Asian visitoro to Australia; and

consideration should be given to the joint-administration
ef the proicsm in discussioss on the relationship between
the Austra/ian Government and universities.

3. rocaz uur.r4 PROC=ITVZ:
3.1 The Subs-committee should hold consultations with representatives
of the Government as authorized by the A.VCC at its meeting on 18/19th June,
1)60 as soon as Government is ready.
3.2 The objective of the consultations ohould be the preparation of
an ea-A.A.led draft propocal defining the problem and recommending a framework
for a program and means of administration.
3. 3 The proposal, when sAcepted in prihoi;40 by Government and. the
.;LVCC should. be sent to each u.niversity with an invitation to particiw.te.
3.4 The AVCC should determine the machinery required for further
consultation with Government in the lidit of the universities' replies.
rile;

.11.911:
14.1.2.7
This paper is a re-draft of sub-committce paper 296W1)69
which wan aocepted by the :Department of libcti)rnal Affairc .change of substance io in papa's 2.2 .(0.) where the nerds "bodids with research and:educational functions" have beenre tion of the sub-committee on 5 r)eptonber, 1969.

the text of
The only'

ptof000lonal
added by
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(h) Tho administration of the approved programme including the
authorisation of payments, processing of candidates for
fellowships, arrancements for visits and supply of books
and equipment uould be handled through the existing machinery
of the aternal Aid,Branch of the Department. The machinery
of the Aid Branch would be arranged to permit prompt.action
and the use, where necessary, of the stores and purchasing
arrangements of participating universities.

(i)

lett

The proposed joint committee would form an organisational
framevork under vhich funds could be attracted both from
inter-governmental organisations such as It."1.13.S.C.01 and
1/41.0.1 which have participated in university "pairing"
arrangements hetween developed and lesser developed countries,
and private foundations sudh as Pord, Carnegie and Rockefeller.

The cost and volume of the proposed activities would depend
to a large decree upon the resources in personnel and equipment which
Australian universities Dere prepared to devote to the scheme and the
funds allocated by the government to it. Aprogramme of the order of
$100,000 has been approved for the feasibility study and the initial
years operations.

26 August, 1969.

File: 14.1.2.7


